Abstract
Introduction

37
One of the fundamental operations of the brain is to transform representations of external sensory 38 stimuli (i.e., sensory evidence) into a categorical judgment, despite the inherent uncertainty of this 39 sensory evidence. For instance, we can determine the direction of the wind, even though its 40 instantaneous direction continuously fluctuates. It is widely thought that this moment-by-moment 41 uncertainty is minimized by temporally integrating (accumulating) this incoming sensory the time to the perceptual decision), is correlated with the ambiguity of the sensory evidence: as 48 the evidence becomes less ambiguous (e.g., the instantaneous fluctuations in wind direction 49 decrease), the rate of the ramping increases 3 .
50
Such neural integration has been modeled in two very different ways, each of which relies on 51 different coding strategies and mechanisms of integration 1 . In the first type of model, rate-code 52 neural integrators (NI) integrate sensory evidence and represent accumulated evidence as 53 monotonically increasing ('ramping') spiking activity. In this rate-code model, the firing rates of 54 individual neurons increase over time in response to continuous inputs 2, 3, 8 . In an alternative model, 55 location-code NIs store accumulated evidence as the location of highly elevated spiking activity.
56
In such a location-code NI, the location of these highly active neurons, which are referred to as a
57
'bump', travels through a network over time 9, 10 . That is, the location of bump activity corresponds 58 to the total amount of accumulated evidence.
59
findings, we constructed a computational model of cortical circuits with depressing synapses to 83 test the hypothesis that a location-code NI is a viable model for perceptual decision-making.
84
We found that, like previous location-code NIs, a neurobiologically inspired network can sustain 85 bump activity at a specific location when there is a temporal gap in sensory evidence, whereas 86 sensory evidence causes bump activity to propagate through the network. Our model is unique in 87 that it is based on depressing synapses and the interplay between two commonly found inhibitory 88 neuron types 30, 31 . We also found that the sensory evidence, which is stored as the location of bump ; that is, the firing rate of individual 94 neurons changed from one state to another transiently, whereas population activity gradually 95 ramped over time. This observation predicts that either ramping or stepping modes can emerge,
96
depending on the connectivity. This dual-readout mode may, in part, reconcile the degree to which 97 components of decision-making are encoded as ramping-or stepping-like spiking activity.
99
Results
100
This section describes how cortical circuits can implement a lossless integrator. The first 101 subsection describes simulation results suggesting that generic cortical circuits (Fig. 1A) , which 102 contain two common types of inhibitory neurons and depressing synapses, can readily realize a 103 lossless ('perfect') location-code NI. The second subsection discusses bifurcation analyses of 104 abstract models of rate-and location-code NIs, which were conducted to examine how reliably 105 these two types of NIs can retain sensory evidence during temporal gaps in the sensory evidence.
106
In the third subsection, we propose a location-code NI that can have continuous attractors (Fig. 107 1B intervals: time=100-300 ms and during time=800-1000 ms.
141
As seen in Fig. 2A , the Pyr populations were sequentially activated by sensory stimulation. Further,
142
on average, both populations of PV neurons were more active during sensory stimulation than 143 during the temporal gap (Fig. 2B ). More importantly, when there was a temporal gap in the sensory 144 evidence (as indicated by the black double-headed arrow in Fig. 2A ), the sequential activation of 145 the network stopped but activity was maintained by a specific population of Pyr neurons (Pyr 146 population 5 in Fig. 2A ). That is, during a temporal gap in the sensory evidence, the network 147 retained the accumulated information, a finding that is consistent with lossless integration. When
148
we presented the second sensory stimulus, information resumed propagating through the network 149 as seen by the sequential activation of Pyr population 6, followed by population 7, etc.
150
When we explored the network in more detail, we found key roles for the inhibitory neurons and 151 for the depressing synapses. For example, SST neurons were active only during the temporal gap
152
( Fig. 2C ) and that bump activity did not propagate when we replaced the depressing synapses with 153 static synapses (Fig. 2D) . We also noted that the non-specific feedback inhibition of PV1 neurons Fig. 1 ).
170
The stability of sensory evidence during a temporal gap in location-code NIs and in 171 rate-code NIs
172
Next, we asked whether a location-code NI could retain sensory evidence during a temporal gap 173 more reliably than a rate-code NI. To address this question, we created close-form firing-rate 174 models that described the rate-and location-code NIs. We modeled a rate-code NI with a single 
178
The firing rate of the rate-code recurrent network obeys Equation 1 1 : 
201
The dynamics of a location-code NI relies are captured with the following equations (Equation 2):
204
Each of the two populations had their own recurrent connections (r) and interacted with each other 205 via lateral connections (rm); see Figure 3C . This mutual inhibition models the lateral inhibition 206 mediated by SST and PV neurons in our computational model (Fig. 1) respectively, in terms of the lateral interactions (r m ). Red and black lines represent stable and unstable 219 steady solutions, respectively. Pop: neuronal population. 220 221 increased, the network remained stable (Fig. 3D) . Second, the network remained stable as we 223 increased E1 (i.e., the external input to population 1; the red lines in Fig. 3E ) but became unstable 224 (i.e., population 1 lost its bump activity) when E1 was reduced (black lines in Fig. 3E ). On the 225 other hand, as shown in Fig. 3F , the network became unstable when E2 (i.e., the external input to 226 population 2) increased, but it became stable when E2 decreased. In other words, the noise 227 introduced into quiescent populations needed to be regulated in order for the network to reliably In our first analysis, we examined whether our continuous integrator could integrate sensory 267 evidence (see Table 3 the bump activity returned to the initial location, it dissipated. As a consequence, the non-specific 278 inhibition mediated by PV1 neurons became weaker, which, in turn, resulted in Pyr activity at 279 multiple locations (see Pyr cell activity after 500 ms in Fig. 4A ). Concurrently, PV1 and PV2 280 neurons fired asynchronously (Fig. 4B ). SST1 neurons were quiescent (Fig. 4C ), but SST2 neurons, 281 which received excitation from Pyr via topographic connections, mimicked Pyr activity (Fig. 4D) .
282
This SST2 activity prevented bump activity from propagating in the counterclockwise direction 283 due to its asymmetrical feedback inhibition onto Pyr neurons.
284
Next, we tested whether this network could perform lossless integration. Like the discrete neural 285 integrator, we presented two epochs of sensory stimuli (time=100 and 300 ms and time=800-1000 286 ms) that were separated by a period without sensory stimulation. For simplicity, we did not 287 consider the onset input at 800 ms because this input had no impact on the network dynamics in Pyr, PV (PV 1 and PV 2 ), SST 1 and SST 2 neurons in response to constant sensory input. During stimulus 295 presentation (100-1000 ms, marked as the red arrow), the location of bump propagates through the circular 296 lattice: PV neurons fire asynchronously. SST 1 neurons are quiescent, whereas SST 2 activity mimics Pyr 297 activity. (E)-(F), Raster plots of Pyr, PV, SST 1 and SST 2 activity, respectively, when there was a temporal 298 gap between stimulus presentations. During the gap (300-800 ms, marked by the black arrow), SST 1 299 neurons became active, and the bump activity of Pyr neurons stayed at the same location. 300
301
As in the discrete integrator, during the temporal gap in sensory information, the PV1 and PV2 302 neurons (Fig. 4F) became quiescent. As a result, the inhibition from the PV1 and PV2 neurons to 303 the SST1 neurons was reduced, which, thereby, increased SST1 activity (Fig. 4G) . The firing 304 pattern of SST2 neurons was comparable to that of the Pyr neurons (Fig. 4H) explains the correlation between reaction-time and sensory evidence strength 1 .
314
In contrast, in location-code NIs, the bump location represents accumulated evidence. Thus, the 315 propagation of bump activity would need to change as the strength of the sensory evidence changed. (Fig. 6A) .
361
In the simulations, we titrated the strength of sensory evidence between the two integrators:
362 integrator 1 (i.e., alternative 1) had stronger sensory inputs (α=8) than integrator 2 (i.e., alternative Integrator 2 is connected to readout neurons in an analogous manner (Fig. 7A ). This gradient 394 connection is consistent with the notion that synaptic connectivity (connection probability) decays 395 over distance 48 . The maximal connection probability p0 in the model can determine the overall 396 number of connections between the integrator and readout neurons.
397
Because integrator 1 received stronger sensory inputs (α=8) than integrator 2 (α=3), bump activity 398 in the two integrators propagated at different speeds (Fig. 7B ). As seen in Fig. 7C , readout neuronal 399 population 1 had more activity than population 2. Further, its activity increased until bump activity 400 returned to the initial location (due to the periodic boundary condition), suggesting that the spiking 401 activity of readout population 1 reflected the difference between evidences. This observation is 402 consistent with this network implementing a relative threshold for decision-making.
403
We also found that the spiking activity of readout population 1 is correlated with the difference in 404 the sensory strength of sensory evidence between the two integrators (Fig. 7D) . The average firing 405 rate of readout neurons increased faster when the difference in sensory evidence between the two 406 alternatives was stronger, which further supports our idea that this gradient-connection network 407 can implement a relative threshold for decision-making. In addition, the spiking activity of the 408 readout neurons in population 1 can grow more rapidly when a higher p0 is chosen (Fig. 7E) neuronal activity may be better described as 'stepping' activity 16, 49 .
428
To shed some light on the nature of these two forms of neuronal activity, we tested whether the between the integrator and the readout neuronal population.
433
As seen in Fig. 8A , we connected the integrator and readout neuronal population with gradient (Fig. 8D) . However, when p0=1.0, individual neuronal readout activity also ramped up (Fig. 8E ).
439
To further quantify these differences in activity as a function of p0, we conducted a linear 440 regression analysis between time and 25 ms-binned firing rates of individual neuronal activity. We
441
found that when p0=1.0, the firing rates of most readout neurons (313 out of 400) were significantly 442 correlated with time (p<0.05). In contrast, when p0=0.1, only a fraction of neurons (6 out of 400) 443 showed significant correlation (Fig. 8F ).
444
We further tested a wider range of p0 and conducted a linear regression between 445 population/individual neuronal activity and time. The population activity was significantly (p<0.05)
446
correlated with the time, independent of p0 (Fig. 8G) . As expected, the correlation between the 447 at low p0, but at high p0, we found ramping activity. When p0 was higher than 0.7, individual 449 neuronal activity was significantly (p<0.05) correlated with the time (Fig. 8H) . become unstable when there is a temporal gap in the flow of incoming sensory evidence (Fig. 3) ,
469
whereas behavioral studies indicate that participants act as 'perfect/lossless' integrators and are 470 not affected by these temporal gaps 11,12 .
471
How then can the brain make reliable decisions even with temporal gaps? We proposes that the evidence.
480
We note that sequential activation, consistent with bump activity propagation in our model, has NIs and readout neurons coexist in area LIP, in which both stepping and ramping activity has been 486 observed.
487
Comparison to other location code NIs
488
In terms of function, our model reproduces the findings of previously reported location-code NIs,
489
which modeled head-direction neurons encoding the direction of an animal's head relative to its 490 body and independent of its location in the environment 9 . However, the underlying mechanisms 491 between our NI and previously described ones are quite distinct.
492
In previous location-code NIs, the shift in the location of bump activity was realized by so-called increase faster and the latency of activity initiation is shorter (Fig. 7E) exponentially. These neurons were implemented using the native NEST model iaf_psc_exp 63 .
558 Table 1 shows the exact parameters used for the neurons and synapses in both neural integrators.
559 Table 1 : Neural parameters for neurons and synapses. When a spike arrived, the membrane potential 560 instantly jumped to a new value, which was determined by its capacitance (C) and time constant (τ m ). When 561 the membrane potential was higher than the spike threshold, the membrane potential was reset (V reset ).
562
Without any external input, the membrane potential relaxed back its the resting membrane potentials (E L ).
563
Synaptic events decayed exponentially with a 2-ms time constant (τ syn ). All synapses had a 1.5-ms delay 564 unless otherwise stated; the only exception is given in Table 2 . For depressing synapses, we selected the 565 parameters (U and τ neurons within a particular population had depressing synapses [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , but all of the other synaptic 578 connections were static. We implemented these depressing synapses using the Tsodyks-Markram 579 model included in the NEST distribution (Table 1) .
580
The two remaining populations each had 1088 parvalbumin (PV) neurons. All of the Pyr neurons 581 had excitatory connections with the PV neurons in one population (PV1) but not with those in the 582 second PV population (PV2). Both PV1 and PV2 neurons formed non-specific inhibitory 583 connections with Pyr and SST neurons; see Table 2 for the connection probability. These two PV 584 populations simulated feedback and feedforward inhibition between Pyr neurons.
585
The structure of the continuous integrator 
610
Other important model details are that PV2 neurons randomly inhibited SST1 neurons; the 611 connection probability is shown in Table 3 . Further, the PV1 and PV2 populations were 612 independent of this circular lattice (see Fig. 1C ). In our continuous integrator, all excitatory 613 synapses were depressing, whereas all inhibitory synapses were static.
614
External inputs for both integrators
615
The excitability of each neuron depended on the sum of its synaptic inputs from all of the other 616 neurons in the network and from external inputs. Tables 2 and 3 show the neuron-type-specific 617 rates of these external inputs, which were modeled with Poisson spike trains. In the model, there probabilities and synaptic connection strengths. The first value in the parentheses is the connection 637 probability. The connection strengths followed Gaussian distributions. The mean values of these 638 distributions are the second value in the parentheses, and the standard deviations were 10% of the mean.
639
The excitatory and inhibitory connections could not be less than or greater than 0, respectively; when they 640 violated this condition, we set them to 0. 641
Total Number
Background inputs ( Using the continuous integrator, we tested the relationship between the propagation speed of the 
663
Code availability.
664
The simulation code is available upon request (contact JHL at jungl@alleninstitute.org) without 665 any restrictions and will be publicly available. 
